Case Study

Teldat H2-Automotive+: In-Vehicle
router for Madrid buses
El H2-Automotive+ is a multiservice communications
platform for Teldat vehicles. It provides 4G/LTE broadband
and Wi-Fi communications, together with redundancy
and aggregation options, advanced network security
mechanisms, and an extended operating temperature
range.
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Client Summary
The Madrid Public Transport Company (EMT) is a leading public transport operator. It has 2,100 buses traveling
on 209 routes covering a total distance of 3,690 km. Annually, EMT buses cover more than 90 million kilometres
and 425 million passengers use the service, making it one of the largest bus operators in the world. The buses are the
only public transport system in Madrid to operate 24 hours a day. The network as a whole is undergoing a process of
continual improvement to optimize speed, quality and sustainability. EMT’s main objective is to offer high-quality,
effective and efficient transport.

Challenge
This Project is composed of two separate phases. Phase one, in 2010, consisted of installing 2,200
Teldat H1-Automotive devices on EMT buses. Phase two, a renewal phase implemented in 2017,
involved the routers being replaced by their latest version, the Teldat H2-Automotive+.
Initially, the main objective was to make the bus network safer and more comfortable by
installing a series of CCTV cameras (operated and managed from an Alarm Reception Center)
throughout the bus fleet. To ensure a high resolution and real-time access to on-board camera
footage from the Alarm Reception center, the buses required a reliable broadband connection.
The existing radio link network was providing insufficient bandwidth so EMT opted to take out a
mobile broadband contract with the operator. EMT also wanted a device that would allow voice
over IP calls and at the same time act as an on-demand GSM Gateway. This allows passengers to
make GSM calls when there is insufficient quality for VoIP calls.

Teldat H2-Automotive+

In 2017, EMT decided to switch to the latest model with a view to increasing services. The
client wanted to be able to add features, such as dynamic marketing and ticketing systems, while
continuing to both provide connectivity to passengers and maintain the CCTV cameras. In
short, EMT’s top priority was to be prepared for the future, which required a device that could
grow to cope with the necessary expansion of services, and, at the same time, maintain the
quality provided so far.

Solution
Teldat installed H1-Automotive routers in the first project in 2010, and H2-Automotive+ routers in the 2017 project. Both devices
are housed in a ruggedized chassis and feature a wide range of industrial-grade electronic components, versatile installation options,
and certification against voltage peaks in the power supply.
Regarding security, each bus is fitted with two cameras (four for articulated buses) with DVR recording devices that generate alarms
and stream live footage back to a reception center. Operators at the center have real-time access to the video feeds from the bus
cameras. Thanks to a (4-port) switch installed on the H2-Automotive+, said center can also monitor various applications linked
to the platform. VPN features ensure a secure, reliable connection to EMT’s corporate network. Teldat’s H2-Automotive+ offers
4G, Wi-Fi and Ethernet connections locally over the LAN and a wireless access solution through the WAN integrated in EMT’s
corporate network (managed by the operator). The use of standard management technologies allows the routers to be incorporated
into EMT’s Communications Management Platform. The on-board LAN network acts as an extension to the corporate network
thanks to tunnel protocols, security policies and other mechanisms that prevent possible attacks by passengers. Active WWAN
monitoring mechanisms optimize communications for on-board applications.
The multi-purpose Wi-Fi provides on-board connectivity by employing value-added network technologies such as per-user
bandwidth limitation and QoS (which guarantees that the aforementioned services work at full capacity). Furthermore, the Teldat
H2-Automative+ router installed in EMT has two LTE modules. This means you can use SIMs from two different operators and
thereby achieve communication redundancy.

Results
In both phases, the devices were gradually installed throughout EMT’s Madrid bus fleet. The following results can be highlighted:
• Increase in the number of passengers using EMT buses and a fall in car use.
• Passenger “peace of mind”/comfort skyrocketed to 96.1%.
• Driver satisfaction improved due to increased workplace security.
EMT played a fundamental role in promoting this project. Public transport operators around the world have paid close attention to the
project and have decided to implement the solution in major metropolitan areas (or adopt a similar solution in the future).

Why Teldat?
The customer chose Teldat in 2010 and again in 2017 for a number of reasons:
• As a manufacturer, Teldat has extensive experience when it comes to providing corporate WAN access equipment and working with
carriers to obtain the necessary management services. In addition, the client was impressed by the quality of service provided in the first
phase, so it decided to use the same manufacturer to renew the routers.
• The Teldat devices were the perfect solution for a demanding project like this because of their wireless services and ruggedness (antishock and anti-vibration protection and high temperature dissipation).
• The Wi-Fi interface/corporate network software package combination.
• The possibility of passengers being able to access the Internet through the mobile connection when the bus in moving.
• The use of QoS and security technologies to prevent passengers from accessing corporate services.
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H2-Automotive+
Rugged onboard communications platform for vehicles with LTE and Wi-Fi.

The H2-Automotive+ is Teldat’s new multiservice
communications platform for vehicles. It provides 4G/
LTE/LTE-A broadband and Wi-Fi with redundancy
and aggregation options, advanced network security
mechanisms, and an extended operating temperature
range.
Based on a ruggedized hardware design, the router is
both vibration and dust resistant and features power
surge protection, specific mobile software, dynamic
configurations (based on location and communications
quality data), and has a delayed power off feature.
Furthermore, it provides seamless integration with any
third party management tool or hotspot platform.



Multi-service communications platform.



Concurrent multiple WANs (aggregation &
balancing)



Power supply protection (enhanced MTBF)



Geo-fencing: GPS-based dynamic configuration



Standards-based service isolation



Battery-saving feature: remote/managed power off



Passengers Wi-Fi, CCTV, Management...

This high performance platform combines Teldat’s CIT
software with the latest corporate networking technologies
to facilitate service management for large-scale
deployments, redundancy, quality of service requirements,
access security, and isolation/privacy.
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